
Leybold Service
Easy, Competent, Reliable



SPARE PARTS AND KITS: Our genuine spare parts fit your vacuum 
pump perfectly to ensure high reliability, performance, and a long service life. 

To ease your workflow and ensure you have everything you need for your 
pump, we put together spare parts kits for specific maintenance activities.

LEYBONOL VACUUM PUMP OIL: LEYBONOL has been 
specially formulated to achieve the best performance for your pump. The 

premium quality of LEYBONOL ensures long oil exchange intervals and 
reduces power consumption as well as wear and maintenance costs. Our 

certified oils keep your production running and extend your pump life 
expectancy. You can find the correct oil for your pump using the Oil Finder.

With our comprehensive range of innovative service solutions, we offer unrivalled support for your Leybold vacuum 
pumps and we are committed to:

n   Providing you with a reliable, first-class service throughout your pump’s lifecycle,  
no matter where in the world it is installed.

n   Maximizing your pump’s uptime and ensuring it gets the best possible service.
n   Offering you specialist support with preventive maintenance and repairs.

Read on to find out more about our complete range of vacuum pump services and how our specialists can help you. 
The rewards are maximum uptimes, low running costs and longer lifecycles.

WE ARE WHERE YOU ARE

SERVICE CONTRACTS: Our full range of service contracts  
are designed to ensure the lowest total cost of ownership of your pumps, 
maximizing their performance and uptime. From preventive maintenance 

contracts to warranty extensions, we offer you customized solutions that let 
you focus fully on your production by providing a perfect match to your needs. 

https://guide.leybold.com/en/oil


SERVICE TECHNOLOGY CENTER: Fully equipped to 
handle pumps from every kind of application, even the harshest, our 
service technology centers are ready to service your pumps. From 
preventive maintenance to repair, we offer transparent fixed-price 

solutions and the capability to do anything your pump requires.

FIELD SERVICE: Our team of vacuum pump experts come to 
your site to perform maintenance on your pumps, whether it is routine 
service or troubleshooting. Competent, reliable and there for you, they 
know what your pumps need to perform flawlessly at their best. 

CERTIFIED AND EXCHANGE: Our certified and exchange 
stock is always available in an emergency and to ensure your manufac-
turing continues as smoothly as possible with a minimum of downtime. 
All pumps come with a 12-month warranty and are rebuilt and tested 

to industry standards to ensure that they deliver OEM performance. 

GENIUS INSTANT INSIGHTS TM Our connectivity solution offers you 24/7  
remote mobile access to your vacuum pumps. Alarms on failures, service maintenance, 
insights on up-time and energy consumption are all transparent on the Genius Portal. With 
Genius you can set up real time notifications about important events coming from the vacuum 
system, giving you the opportunity to avoid costly downtime and production losses – it has 

never been so convenient and easy to have a healthy and reliable vacuum pump installation. 
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P. R. China
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Service:
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Leybold India Pvt Ltd.
Service:
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Japan
Leybold Japan Co., Ltd.
Service:
T: +81-45-471-3330
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Malaysia
Leybold Malaysia
Leybold Singapore Pte Ltd.
Service:
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F: +604 4020 221
service.ku@leybold.com
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Service:
T: +82-31 785 1333
F: +82-31 785 1359 
service.bd@leybold.com 
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WE ARE HERE TO HELP YOU,  
CONTACT US.

Pioneering products. Passionately applied.

Online Shop

Order genuine  
Leybold spare  
parts & find  
your local  
service contact.

https://www.leyboldproducts.de/
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